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Ext 5293Requester Chris Hansen E-mail Chris.Hansen@humboldt.edu

REQUESTER / SPONSOR INFORMATION

PROJECT INFORMATION

Title Replace Aging Computers in ITS Windows Interdisciplinary Labs

Level Campus-wide Type Replace

Ext 3815Sponsor Anna Kircher

 Infrastructure

ITS PROJECT REQUEST Request Date: Mar 9, 2012

E-mail Anna.Kircher@humboldt.edu

A statement of sponsor support should accompany all project requests and must be received by the proposal deadline.

 

Purpose

The problem of       

aging Interdisciplinary Computing Labs, which have only been funded with one-time monies over the 
years (there are no line item, base-budget funds for this purpose; more than half of the computers in 
these labs were purchased in 2003 and 2004, and the newest were purchased in 2008; their 
performance does not meet the standards of modern computing, they are subject to frequent break-
downs, and users experience significant delays when using them, all leading to unresolved customer 
complaints)

affects

students and faculty during class instruction and demonstration (58 full-term-length courses were 
taught in these facilities during Fall 2011); drop-in students working on assignments (usage statistics 
indicate that over 7000 HSU students [unduplicated head count] visit the Interdisciplinary Labs at 
least once every term); prospective students and their parents visiting campus; and the ITS staff who 
must (a) attempt to make current versions of software work on aging equipment and (b) keep up with 
equipment repairs.

the impact of which is

- long wait times for computer function (wait time for a usable desktop  between users approaches 8 
minutes and more; this wait delays productive use, instruction and demonstrations); 
- mistrust of campus technology infrastructure and support by students, faculty, prospective students, 
and parents (prospective and current); and 
- increased support costs for repair and maintenance;

a successful solution would be

to replace the computers in four (4) oldest Interdisciplinary Computer Labs and in the two (2) highest-
use Library drop-In Labs (Lib 121 and 122) with computers that meet current campus hardware 
recommendations, to create a more responsive and reliable learning environment for instructional 
and drop-in use. 

Alternatives

Continue to mend existing computers, resulting in an inability to resolve some customer service 
complaints. In this case, the fundamental usefulness of computer labs will continue to decline as they 
reach end of life.

Alignment with Strategic 

Objectives

Efficiency: 
Faster computers are: 
- time efficient for student work,  
- time efficient for faculty instruction, and 
- time and cost efficient for staff software and hardware repair and maintenance. 
 
Enrollment Management:  
- an improved experience with campus technology and reduced wait-times can have a positive effect 
on overall student morale, making student retention more likely; 
- newer computer labs help visiting prospective students and their parents form a favorable opinion of 
HSU technology support.

Deadline Date Aug 1, 2012 No Hard Deadline
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Deadline Reason

In order to provide better computers by the start of Fall semester 2012, the computers should be 
purchased by June 15th, and in place by August 1st.  Campus space conversations may favor pushing 
out the timeline for the four Labs until Winter Break, but replacing computers in the Library drop-in 
labs (which contain the very oldest of the computers) should happen this summer.

Considerations / Dependencies

Software compatibility with Windows 7 should be checked, and upgraded as necessary. This is not 
critical, as two XP labs will remain open for now, and XP software can be installed in the dual-boot 
MacIntosh labs.

Resources

- ITS Academic Technology will coordinate the acquisition and deployment of the computers, with 
assistance from ITS User Support Services. 
- all faculty who teach in Interdisciplinary Labs will need to verify and in some cases purchase software 
versions compatible with a newer operating system, Windows 7 (existing Macintosh Labs will retain a 
dual-booted Windows XP system for those titles that cannot be migrated immediately).  
- all faculty who teach in, or rely on software installed in, Windows Interdisciplinary Computing Labs 
will need to participate in orientation for the new lab configurations

Estimate (Hard Costs Only)
BudgetedOn-goingInitial $117,000

Comments

The $117,000 represent the acquisition cost; support and maintenance costs for Lab equipment 
already exist in ITS budgets; replacement of the equipment will be needed at some point in the future, 
for which there is not currently any identified funding. 

Affected System / Module

Other

Newer computers should reduce institutional cost of ownership by standardizing models (reducing 
support costs) and increasing both speed of operation and station availability.  
 
Replacing these computers is currently a pressing need for the University, to become urgent as 
Windows XP reaches its end of support in 2014. The current systems are functioning, but close to end 
of life. 
 
This implementation has full virtual-lab compatibility, and can also support the local use of software 
where licensing requires. 
 
The business process of providing instruction within Labs is expected to become significantly better, 
due to performance increases, greatly improving the efficiency of students and faculty as they 
perform tasks. More than one division will benefit.  Minimal to no job training is expected. 
 
The process of computer refresh (replacing old computers with new) is a documented and repeatable 
process, however long it has been deferred. 
 
ITS will reuse existing lab security cabling and LCD monitors. 
 
Per workstation, the PCs should cost $633.75, a negotiated volume price down from retail of $981. 
We're planning based on 168 PCs to be replaced across six labs, one PC for prototyping, and two 
spares for rapid "swapping out"  when a machine does need repairs. 
 
The computers purchased in 2003 were bought when many of our incoming Freshmen were in 
Elementary school. They are the core technology in our computing labs and are well overdue for 
being replaced.

 

Email completed project request form and written indication of support from the project sponsor 

 to the ITS Project Office at itspo@humboldt.edu
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Melinda Haynes Swank

From: Anna E. Kircher
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2012 6:01 PM
To: itspo .
Subject: ITS Labs project request - statement of sponsor support

We've needed to do this *badly* for a long time now, and we finally secured funding!!!  But 
sometimes things happen when they should.  I am excited with how this project is dovetailing 
with the Virtual Labs project of last year, the Virtual Desktop project of this coming summer, 
and the efficiencies ITS is currently pursuing with regard to how we image and maintain 
pc's.  The presence of these other initiatives is causing us to re-think what sort of equipment 
we need in the Interdisciplinary Labs, and the role the labs play in the overall teaching and 
learning mission of the institution. 
  
I wholeheartedly support this project request, and plan to stay very engaged in ensuring that 
the physical replacement of equipment *stays* closely tied to these other initiaitves. 
  
Please feel free to contact me if you wish any additional information. 
  
Thanks! 
  
Anna 
 
 
Anna Kircher 

Chief Information Officer 

Humboldt State University 

One Harpst Street 

Arcata, CA 95521 

707-826-3815 
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